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AKKA TECHNOLOGIES IN A NUTSHELL

€1,002M

€886M

€879M

BREAKDOWN OF REVENUE
BY SECTOR AND GEOGRAPHY
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2%
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7
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1%

EASTERN EUROPE

OTHER
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> Process engineering
> Support engineering
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> Information systems
> Management consulting
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34%

GERMANY

47%

FRANCE
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AKKA TECHNOLOGIES IN A NUTSHELL

2015 HIGHLIGHTS

COP21 - November-December 2015

As a key player in the technologies of the future, AKKA Technologies
worked hard for COP21, presenting its vision for a sustainable city in
several major events:
> at the opening of #COP21 on 29 November at the Eiffel Tower,
> at the Grand Palais from 4 to 10 December with our partner Dassault
Systèmes (on the Vivapolis stand at the Solutions COP21 exhibition),
> at an exceptional show on the Place de la Concorde on December 10
before the Automobile Club.

LOOKING BACK ON A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
For the fourth consecutive year, AKKA
Technologies organised the CTIC
(Certification Together International
Conference) - February 2015

Building on its unique expertise in certification, Aeroconseil, an AKKA
Technologies subsidiary, hosts a regular forum dedicated to the
systems, software and electronic aspects of certification, bringing
together nearly 250 global aerospace industry players to discuss the
industrial issues relating to the certification of embedded systems and
the implementation of major standards.

AKKA Technologies was certified
as a TOP Employer 2016 in France and
in the Engineering category in Germany
February 2016

Awarded annually by Top Employers Institute following an independent
evaluation of HR policies and practices, the Top Employers certification
rewards AKKA Technologies’ ability to offer its teams in France and
Germany a quality work environment, to promote the development
of talent at all levels, and to continuously improve its policies in favour
of its employees.

Aerospace expertise praised
at the International Paris Air Show
June 2015

Link&Go was a hit in the Emirates
February 2016

AKKA Technologies once again distinguished itself this year with Air
Cobot, an automated aircraft inspection robot, considered one of the
2015 Show’s 10 most important innovations. The Show was also an
opportunity for the Group to highlight the full range of its offer to large
international aerospace contractors.

Link&Go concept car enjoyed a place in the spotlight at the World
Government Summit 2016 in Dubai, where countless policy makers
discussed the region’s future development. Invited by His Excellency
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Prime Minister of the
UAE and Emir of Dubai, Link&Go was the flagship innovation of the
inauguration of work on the museum of the future.

AKKA Technologies’ innovative power was
hailed at the World Congress on Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) through the Link in
City project - October 2015
More than 10,000 participants from around the world were present in
Bordeaux, which for a week was transformed into the global capital
of the transport of the future. AKKA Technologies, through its Link in
City project, which aims to connect cars to smart cities, was one of the
star attractions. And for the first time in Europe, the prototype of AKKA
Technologies’ electric and autonomous vehicle, the Link&Go, was
allowed to take to the streets in the Bordeaux city centre.
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The force of the Group’s innovation
at the service of the state
December 2015 and March 2016

François Hollande praised AKKA Technologies’expertise and
technological lead. Twice, at COP21 and then on 10 March 2016,
the President has taken a seat in our Link&Go vehicle and praised our
capacity for innovation. This praise further demonstrates that our Group
is positioned as the key player in the engineering of tomorrow, but above
all acknowledges our expertise and our unfailing quest for excellence.
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INTERVIEW WITH MAURICE RICCI

AKKA
TECHNOLOGIES
PROVIDES
SUPPORT FOR
LEADERS IN
INDUSTRY AND
SERVICES

2015, THE YEAR IN WHICH
WE CROSSED THE €1 BILLION
REVENUE MARK

(AEROSPACE, AUTOMOTIVE,
PHARMACEUTICALS, ENERGY,
RAIL, ETC.)

Maurice RICCI
Chairman of the Board & Group CEO
AKKA TECHNOLOGIES
AFTER 30 YEARS OF GROWTH IN THE SERVICE OF
INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY, AKKA TECHNOLOGIES
CROSSED THE SYMBOLIC THRESHOLD OF €1 BILLION IN
REVENUE IN 2015. HOW DID THE GROUP ACHIEVE THIS?
While 2014 marked the 30th anniversary of
the establishment of the Group, 2015 was
the year in which we crossed the €1 billion
revenue threshold.
Since its creation in 1984, AKKA Technologies
has enjoyed rapid and ordered expansion
by combining major acquisitions (Coframi,
Aeroconseil, MBtech) and organic growth. This
has allowed the Group to strengthen its expertise and extend it to all stages of customer projects, from the R&D and study phases to mass
production, not forgetting the development
phases. AKKA Technologies provides leaders in
industry and services (aerospace, automotive,
pharmaceuticals, energy, rail, etc.) with support in all of their strategic projects.
AKKA Technologies derives its success from a
stable and sustainable strategy, building on its
four balances, customer, geography, sector and
financial. This has made AKKA Technologies a
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clear leader on its Franco-German base, with
its expertise in turnkey projects structured
around its 21 centres of excellence, its proximity to its customers and its ability to implement comprehensive transnational projects.
These values enabled us to deliver revenue
of €1,002 million in 2015, generated by our
12,220 talented employees working on
more than 50 sites worldwide. In the space
of 30 years, AKKA Technologies has become the European leader in technology
consulting in the mobility segment, which
accounts for nearly 80% of our revenue.

or enter new supplier panels. This resulted
in the acceleration of our organic growth
in the second half of 2015, allowing us to
record 2015 results that beat the targets
we set early in the year.
This strong momentum continued in the
first quarter of 2016, confirming the effectiveness of the new organisation established under our PACT 17 transformation
plan. The margin improvement plan (MIP)
and the acceleration of growth will help
sustain the improvement in margins in the
coming half years.

WHAT WERE THE HIGHLIGHTS OF 2015?
In addition to crossing the symbolic
€1 billion revenue threshold, 2015 was
characterised by the faster diversification
of international activities and the reinforcement of the operating performance of
the France business unit.
Its unique positioning and its capacity for
innovation in the service of its clients have
enabled the Group to sign new contracts

YOU ALSO HAVE COMPLETED FOUR ACQUISITIONS
IN 2015. WHAT IS THEIR PURPOSE?
The Group returned to the acquisition market in late 2014. The four acquisitions completed since then have strengthened our
expertise by adding more than 1,350 new
talents in sectors with high value added.
In December 2014, AKKA Technologies
acquired German company Auronik,
which specialises in the fast-growing areas

of infotainment, eMobility and charging
optimisation systems for electric batteries.
The Group integrated Matis in the second half of 2015. Founded in 1994, Matis is
a French technology consulting company
with 1,000 employees. It reported revenue
of €82 million in 2014, 65% in France and
35% internationally. Matis is truly a complementary fit with AKKA Technologies in
terms of sectors, geographies and customers, and offers a distinctive positioning in
high value-added assistance in contracting
and processes.
The acquisition of Italian company
Epsco in the first quarter of 2015 was a real
milestone, allowing the AKKA Technologies
Group to reinforce its operations in process
engineering in the Middle East and Central
Europe. Epsco recorded revenue of €18 million in 2014, with impressive margins. Its integration will speed up the diversification
of the AKKA Technologies Group’s activities
in Italy, allowing it to achieve critical mass
in that market. >>>
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>>> AKKA Technologies also acquired
Corialis during the third quarter of 2015.
Corialis, which was founded in 2002, reported revenue of nearly €30 million in 2014
and boasts best in class margins.
It generates revenue internationally, in the
Middle East, Africa and Europe. Its offer dovetails with the Group’s strategy of increasing the proportion of high value-added
activities while accelerating its expansion
in the processes and commissioning segment, in the continuous process industries
and in the energy sector.
The goal of each of these acquisitions is to
obtain know-how, technology or a new
position with one or more customers.
Each of these targeted deals will help AKKA
Technologies round out and strengthen its
position while boosting its growth.
With a healthy balance sheet and a comfortable cash position, AKKA Technologies
plans to continue its strategy of targeted
value-creating and organic-growth-generating acquisitions in the coming half years.
TODAY, AKKA TECHNOLOGIES HAS MORE THAN
12,000 EMPLOYEES.
WHAT IS THEIR PLACE IN THE GROUP?
The Group’s workforce grew by more than
15% over 2015 as a whole. One of our distinctive features is that we hire large numbers of engineers to drive our growth. After
doubling in size in the space of four years,
the Group is experiencing a fresh acceleration in its growth. In 2016, we plan to hire a
further 3,000 employees, more than 1,600
of whom in France.
Our expertise is embodied by our 12,000 employees, who are at the heart of the Group’s
business model. This is the rationale behind
the“On Track”project, launched in April 2014,
which in early 2016 allowed the Group to receive Top Employers certification and France
and in the engineering category in Germany,
an award distinguishing the world’s best
companies in terms of human resources.
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INNOVATION IS PRIMARILY
A MATTER OF CULTURE, DNA.
FOR AKKA TECHNOLOGIES,
PASSION FOR TECHNOLOGIES AND
INNOVATION HAS BEEN A DRIVING
FORCE SINCE OUR INCEPTION.
Awarded annually by Top Employers
Institute following an independent evaluation of HR policies and practices, the
Top Employers certification rewards AKKA
Technologies’ ability to offer its teams a
quality work environment, to promote the
development of talent at all levels, and to
continuously improve its policies in favour
of its employees.
In addition to its recognition of the
Group’s human resources policy, the Top
Employers certification is an acknowledgement of the values that have guided the
company for over 30 years, including the
focus on our employees, creators of innovation for our customers.
SPEAKING OF INNOVATION, HOW DID AKKA
TECHNOLOGIES BECOME A VEHICLE FOR
INNOVATION?
It is above all a matter of culture, DNA. For
AKKA Technologies, passion for technologies and innovation has been the driving
force since our inception.
It is also a matter of strategy. During the
2008 crisis, for instance, large industrial
groups shelved their projects and laid off
countless engineers. AKKA Technologies
took a different approach, taking the opportunity to create its own research centre,

AKKA Research. Among the numerous
projects on the drawing board, I asked the
Group’s engineers to design a connected
concept car responding to social and environmental challenges, inventing future
uses, and without using expertise derived
from the automotive industry.
The result was the Link&Go technology
platform, a connected, autonomous and
revolutionary electric vehicle, capable –
unlike Google Car – of recreating its environment digitally in real time.
While our innovation resulted in the filing
of 21 patents around Link&Go and the success of the platform at the ITS in Bordeaux
in November 2015, it is more than simply
theoretical. Combined with our ability
to manage turnkey, comprehensive and
transnational projects, it gives us unique
and differentiating positioning among customers, and will be one of the drivers of our
growth going forward.
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FURTHER ACCELERATION OF GROWTH
IN THE SERVICE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
The objective given in our annual report in 2014 was to leverage our project expertise
and our ability to deliver large transnational programmes to accelerate our growth.
We achieved this objective in 2015.
Jean-Franck RICCI
Group Managing Director in charge of Business Development & Sales

Nicolas VALTILLE
Group Managing Director & Group CFO
The Group continued its marketing efforts throughout the year.
It renewed its listing on the E2S (Engineering Suppliers Synergy)
panel with Airbus Group, obtained its first listing on the Orange
Group panel, and signed its first contracts with Jaguar, Embraer
and Boeing. It also launched a new Life Sciences offer, which
aims to expand our expertise across the drug life cycle (research, clinical trials, licensing, quality assurance, production,
etc.) internationally. We have already notched up successes with
major customers including Sanofi, GSK, Carmat and Borhinger.
These many successes have fuelled the significant acceleration of our diversification both in France and internationally.
Diversification of our German operations has continued at a
rapid pace among automakers, automotive suppliers and in the
field of renewable energy. In France, the resumption of hiring,
the Group’s ability to gain market share and the integration of
Matis are behind our strong momentum, which gained pace
in the first quarter of 2016. Growth in France resulted from
strong growth in the automotive business, and the resumption
of growth in the aerospace and rail sectors, and by gains of
massification contracts. International operations (excluding
France and Germany) are doing equally well. They grew by
50%, with organic growth of 12.5%. In total, our revenue grew
by 9% in mobility (automotive, aerospace and rail). In fields
other than mobility, growth was even stronger. It was 30%
over 2015 as a whole.
These successes were the foundations of our growth in 2015,
enabling the Group to exceed the threshold of €1 billion in
revenue for the first time in its history. Above all, they pave
the way for its future expansion on its French and German
pillars. They lend credibility to our objective of accelerating
our deployment in Western Europe and in booming markets
such as Russia, North America and Asia.
AKKA Technologies is once again well placed, in terms of both
its positioning and its expertise, offering its employees new
opportunities thanks to the appeal of its projects, the attractiveness of AKKA Research, and opportunities for geographical
and sector mobility. We are also able to attract more talent, all
in the interest of our employees – but also our customers. A
virtuous circle is clearly in the making.
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A NEW PHASE OF FASTER GROWTH INCREASING VALUE
CREATION IN THE SERVICE OF THE GROUP,
ITS CUSTOMERS AND ITS SHAREHOLDERS

AKKA Technologies embarked on a new
phase of expansion in 2015, combining
organic growth and acquisitions.
The Group returned to the acquisition market in late 2014.
Since then, it has acquired four companies, Auronik, Epsco,
Corialis and Matis. These acquisitions have strengthened its
expertise by adding more than 1,350 new talents in sectors
offering considerable value added, without compromising its
financial equilibrium.
The Group has preserved a sound balance sheet (gearing of
42% and gross cash of €215 million as of 31 December 2015),
providing us with the resources to pursue our medium- and
long-term strategies.
AKKA Technologies at the same time took advantage of its
transformation under the PACT 17 plan to improve its organic growth throughout the year. The Group logged organic
growth of 6.3% in the fourth quarter of 2015 and 5.6% in the
first quarter of 2016, outpacing the broader sector. Its faster
growth came hand-in-hand with an improvement in margins.
The operating margin on the Group’s ordinary activities firmed
from 4.8% in the first half of 2015 to 7.2% in the second half.
In view of the stellar performance in 2015 and the first quarter
2016, the Group decided to reward its shareholders by increasing the dividend and awarding bonus shares.
> The Board of Directors of AKKA Technologies decided to
award bonus shares to the Group’s shareholders at a rate of
1 new share for 10 existing shares. The purpose of the grant
is twofold: reward the loyalty of shareholders and increase
the liquidity of the stock. The new shares were issued on 21
April 2016.
> The Board of Directors of AKKA Technologies decided to
propose to the Shareholders’ Meeting of 16 June 2016 the
payment of a dividend up 10% at €0.50 per share.
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GLOBAL AND TRANSNATIONAL POSITIONING

COMPREHENSIVE
AND TRANSNATIONAL
POSITIONING
EVER CLOSER TO
OUR CUSTOMERS
Central and Eastern Europe
CEO
Wolfram MOTZ
HEADCOUNT
800 talents
REVENUE
€29 million
COUNTRIES
Czech Republic, Romania, Russia,Turkey
LEADING CUSTOMERS
Daimler, Renault
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France

Allemagne

Asia and Americas

Europe de l’Ouest

CEO
Paolo Del NOCE

CEO
Roberto SACCO

CEO
Roberto SACCO

CEO
Ettore MONTI

HEADCOUNT
6,000 talents

HEADCOUNT
3,300 talents

HEADCOUNT
400 talents

HEADCOUNT
1,700 talents

REVENUE
€470 million

REVENUE
€337 million

REVENUE
€35 million

REVENUE
€130 million

LEADING CUSTOMERS
Airbus, Alstom, Amadeus, EDF, GE Aviation, Orange,
Renault, Safran, Schneider Electric, Sanofi, Thales

LEADING CUSTOMERS
Airbus, Audi, BMW, Bombardier, Bosch, Continental,
Daimler, Valeo, Volkswagen

COUNTRIES
Brazil, Canada, China, India, Singapore,
United Arab Emirates, United States

COUNTRIES
Belgium, Italy, Netherlands, Spain,
Switzerland, United Kingdom

LEADING CUSTOMERS
Baic, BMW, Bombardier, Chery, Daimler,
FAW, FCA/Comau, Nextev, PSA, Saic

LEADING CUSTOMERS
Airbus, Alstom, FCA, Gamesa, GDF,
GlaxoSmithKline, Safran
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Paolo Del NOCE
CEO France

“We are tremendously proud of what we have
accomplished over the past 15 months, and
are determined to surpass ourselves to make
2016 another stellar year marking our return
to the forefront of dynamic and ambitious
companies.”

FRANCE

GERMANY

In 2015, we launched the PACT 17 transformation plan and activated its various
levers. As a result, we were able to withstand a challenging market, achieving
organic growth of 1%. We have structured all of our skills centres and sales forces
with the aim of contributing to the achievement of the Group’s objectives. The
performance in the first quarter 2016 shows us to be on track, with organic
growth of 7.7%.
We face many challenges:
> Address growing demand for turnkey projects from our major customers in
the mobility sector. Our experts from our skills centres, who combine stateof-the-art technological expertise with project management know-how, are
more than up to the task.
> Continue to diversify into new accounts across all sectors, mitigating risk through
our “experts on demand” (technical assistance) offer.
> Hire massively (1,600 new hires in 2016) without compromising our high
standards in selecting and integrating our future employees.
> Reach the target margin set in our transformation plan to ensure the financing of the Group’s growth and sustainability. We will do this by continuing to
expand our offering into high value-added businesses and by expanding our
offshore activities.
> Continue the action plan geared towards putting our consultants at the heart of
the company, another pillar of the PACT 17 plan. Our employees are the wealth
of our Group, and are instrumental in achieving our success. Top Employer
certification, which we received for the first time in early 2016, is a strong signal
that our efforts are paying off. A telling illustration is the Tour de France of our
branch offices, held for the second consecutive year, with 22 stages providing
the opportunity to meet our people in order to listen and share. Over 60% of our
employees took part, demonstrating a shared determination to build together.

We are on track to achieve this ambition. Germany is Europe’s biggest industrial
market for an engineering and technology consulting group such as AKKA, and offers
significant growth opportunities. We are pressing ahead with the implementation
of our PACT 17 transformation plan to speed up the process of diversifying our
customer portfolio – which started paying off in 2015 – and rolling out our offer of
embedded software and electronic solutions.
We are in the process of structuring the organisation so as improve our response to
our diversification and attractiveness challenges.

Roberto SACCO
CEO Germany

“One of the Group’s values is ambition –
something the German teams possess
in large quantities, allowing them to rise
to the formidable challenge facing us.
Our medium-term goal is to reach the top spot,
to become Germany’s leading engineering
and technology consulting group.”

THE ORGANISATION IS BASED IN THREE AREAS:
BADEN WÜRTTEMBERG, AROUND STUTTGART
Our expertise in the automotive world is undisputed. We need to improve our
competitiveness so as better to serve the Group’s number one customer, Daimler, as
well as other players in the region, such as Porsche and Bosch. Our firm belief is that
working for all players of a sector, as we do in other parts of the world, is beneficial not
only for these various players but also for our engineers. While naturally respecting
the rules of confidentiality inherent to our business, as we have done scrupulously
for over 30 years, this means that we can offer the best solutions to our customers
and attractive career developments to our consultants.
BAVARIA, AROUND MUNICH
Our first step has been to expand our activities in the automotive sector by consolidating our positions with BMW, Audi and among their tier 1 equipment suppliers.
At the same time, we are addressing major contractors in local industry, including
rail and aerospace.
NORTHERN GERMANY, AROUND HAMBURG AND BERLIN
In this region, our first aim is to expand our operations in the aerospace sector,
notably with Airbus, deploying the full range of expertise we have acquired in
this field through our skills centres, mainly in France. It was thanks to synergies
of this nature that we won a support engineering tender for Airbus in Germany.
Our solution calls on the expertise of eight of our subsidiaries worldwide. Our
French teams trained AKKA’s German teams in Hamburg, who now master the
new offering. The next step will be to address all the players in this dynamic
region, particularly in the automotive sector, by developing relationships with
Volkswagen, the largest local player.

Jim Keleher - Global Eagle Entertainment Inc.
Vice-President, Program Managementt
Global Eagle Entertainment Inc. (Nasdaq: ENT) (“GEE”) is a leading global supplier of connectivity systems for aircraft and media content solutions
for the aviation sector. With the support of AKKA Technologies and its subsidiary Aeroconseil in France, we offer a solution for satellite connectivity
and on-board entertainment geared towards offering passengers multiple connection points. Our aim is to offer the market competitive, reliable
and innovative solutions through our AirConnect connectivity platform. AKKA Technologies has developed several data integration programs
that allow a growing number of customers to install connectivity and in-flight entertainment solutions via satellite. AKKA teams are also helping us
certify these facilities with safety authorities worldwide. We consider AKKA Technologies to be a front-ranking partner. We appreciate its reliability,
flexibility and ability to adapt to the needs of a dynamic market. AKKA Technologies has developed a Supplemental Type Certificate (STC) that
allows us to install our connectivity system on the Airbus A320. This gives us access to a global market of more than 6,000 aircraft.
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Our shared challenge across Germany as a whole is our employer brand,
which is key to allowing us to hire the best engineers.
We launched a recruitment campaign in 2015, and have obtained
“Top Employer Engineers Germany 2016” certification.
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ASIA AND AMERICAS

WESTERN EUROPE

ASIA

Our Western Europe BU has growth potential in each of its six host countries. In
Belgium, Spain and Italy, we have significant size. In the UK, Switzerland and the
Netherlands, we have laid solid foundations for future growth. Our goal is to become a
major player in engineering and technology consulting in each of these six countries,
replicating our success in Belgium since the integration of Matis.
We aim to achieve this ambitious objective by growing in each country, generating
performance through the combination of expertise from key sectors of the Group
with the key sectors of each country. This development strategy is underpinned by
three guiding aims: consolidate and expand our presence among the largest industrial groups (Airbus, FCA, GSK, Gamesa, etc.), offer our entire portfolio of services to
our existing customers and, last but not least, showcase the capabilities of our skills
centres in order to successfully diversify.

China is among the high-potential countries with where we have an ambitious
growth target in the coming years. To take our first steps, we have chosen to join
forces with BAIC Motors, China’s fifth-largest automaker, establishing a joint venture.
At the same time, we are developing our “turnkey projects” business with all of the
country’s major automakers, building on our European skills centres. We are also
applying our strategy of balances, targeting the aerospace sector using the knowhow of our experts and our offering spanning the full aircraft life cycle.

AMERICAS

Roberto SACCO
Acting as CEO Asia & Americas

“Our goal is to build a coherent region with
mirror accounts to foster cross-fertilisation
and the exchange of best practices.”

With our expertise in the area of mobility, and through structuring conducted over
recent years to promote synergies and mobility, we plan to step up the pace of
our expansion in North and South America. Our first step will be to diversify our
automotive customer portfolio by addressing our high value-added offering to all
manufacturers, including FCA (Fiat Chrysler Automobiles), General Motors, Ford
and Isuzu. At the same time, we plan to strengthen our operations in the aerospace
sector with Boeing and in the rail sector with Bombardier, building on our established
relationships with these two customers. The opening of an office in Toronto will
bring us closer to major Canadian players in the automotive sector.
In South America, we are initially targeting Brazil and Mexico. At the 2013 Paris Air
Show, Embraer executives officially awarded us “preferred supplier” status. Since then,
we have steadily increased our sales to this group, the world’s third-largest aircraft
manufacturer. Mirroring our growth strategy in North America, we are targeting
the automotive sector in Sao Paolo and Mexico, where we plan to open an office.

Michel Cousineau, Hutchinson Aerospace & Industry, Montreal
Engineering Director
The main challenge facing our group is to provide support to our customers’major projects in order to generate growth.
We call on AKKA Technologies consultants to assist us in the project ramp-up phase. Their ability to cover the entire spectrum
of engineering (systems, mechanical, mass production and projects, etc.) makes us much more flexible and responsive.
The AKKA team assisted us on the BA CL650 cockpit modification project.
It was a job that came with countless challenges: short development time in conjunction with improvements to procedures,
design based on a very small number of standards, integration of different materials (composite materials by infusion, silicone, ultra-leather).
We were very happy with the outcome, which resulted in significant improvements on the aesthetic, visual and comfort aspects
of the seven items (centre pedestal, window posts, canopy, side console, side wall, partition and ceiling within the HAIC project).
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Ettore MONTI
CEO Western Europe

“The Western Europe business unit is growing;
it is now time to change its organisation –
currently designed for a sum of dynamic small
and medium-sized entities – into one suitable
for a more structured business.
We have two objectives: first, to stabilise after
our growth over recent years; second, to access
the most appropriate business opportunities,
more consistent with our strategy. In other
words, it is time to carry out the process of
transformation that will allow us to shed
our SME status and take on that of a global
player capable of transcending the Group’s
international expertise.”

Evgeny Sudarsky, Gaz, Moscow
Head of Product Planning Department
As a partner, AKKA Technologies assists us in meeting our innovation
objectives and in implementing the continuous improvement process
we have established at Gaz. The completeness of AKKA’s offering
internationally is an asset to our company, helping us keep a step ahead
of our competitors. AKKA’s growth in Russia and the possibility of having
access to the Group’s European expertise, combined with its knowledge
of the local market, were essential criteria in the decision to reinforce
the relationship between our two groups.
Innovation is vital for Gaz. That is why we plan to start working on projects
relating to autonomous driving with the support of AKKA in the coming
months, to show everyone why we are the market leader.
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CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE

Wolfram MOTZ
CEO Central & Eastern Europe

“I strongly believe that the Central and Eastern
European region offers us exciting growth
prospects in terms of challenges. This is not
attributable solely to the fact that large
international groups can benefit from our
region’s very attractive cost/quality ratio for
the completion of engineering projects. It is
also because the new and ambitious projects
on which we are asked to bid, in Turkey and
Russia for instance, represent a real growth
driver for the Group’s entire offering. With
the teams, we are quietly confident about
our ability to rise to this new challenge in the
coming years.”

The business unit’s activities mainly cover six countries, namely Austria, Czech
Republic, Romania, Turkey, Russia and Slovakia.
Our three skills centres in Czech Republic, Romania and Turkey make AKKA
Technologies an undisputed leader in engineering and technology consulting in
the automotive sector in this region.
Our customer portfolio is mainly composed of Western European manufacturers,
their tier 1 subcontractors, and local manufacturers and suppliers. While continually
developing the mechanical engineering, CAE and electronic engineering offer for
the automotive sector within our skills centres, our BU is successfully working to
diversify by consolidating our presence alongside players in the aerospace and
rail sectors, delivering quality mechanical products.
We are aiming to deliver strong growth based on two activities. The first stems
from our core regional customers, which are showing increasing demand for high
value-added engineering services. The second arises from the attractiveness of
our region for European contractors.
For such groups, our BU offers a unique combination, blending our state-of-the-art
engineering expertise, our infrastructure and our ability to produce prototypes
that meet their expectations in all respects in terms of outsourcing objectives.
We also aim to diversify our portfolio of offerings in other sectors in order to
balance our automotive offering. To do this, we will build on our existing expertise
to enter new sectors and transfer know-how existing elsewhere in the Group –
once again aiming to address local and international customers alike. We will rely
on new impetus expected to result from the recent joint venture established with
Renova Group in Russia.

Pascal Candau, Renault Technologie, Roumanie
General Manager
Renault Roumanie develops and manufactures the Global Access vehicle
range (Logan, Sandero, Duster, Lodgy and Dokker).
Pascal Candau tells us about their work.
WHAT ARE THE KEY ENGINEERING CHALLENGES FACING RENAULT
IN ROMANIA?

Renault is facing two major engineering challenges in Romania: first, meet the quality,
cost and timing objectives of the vehicle or mechanical projects assigned to us, and second,
ensure the “mainstreaming” of product and process solutions in the 12 plants that manufacture
vehicles in the range worldwide.

HOW HAVE AKKA TECHNOLOGIES’ ENGINEERS HELPED YOU
TO ADDRESS THESE CHALLENGES?

Its automotive expertise has made AKKA – along with its subsidiary MBtech – a long-standing
partner for us in both Romania and France. We rely on the expertise of AKKA Technologies
engineers to bolster our project teams and above all to take responsibility for systems
or subsystems work packages.

WHAT SETS AKKA APART FROM OTHER ENGINEERING COMPANIES?

AKKA stands out thanks to its impressive automotive skills, as evidenced by the Link&Go concept,
which demonstrates many innovative technologies that herald the future of the car.

WHAT WAS THE PROJECT ON WHICH THE PARTNERSHIP WITH AKKA
WAS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL AND WHY?

One of our most telling success stories in 2015 was the LADA X-Ray project.
This vehicle was developed by Renault Technologie Roumanie in partnership with AKKA,
which was in charge of the mass production of exterior accessories. The context was tense and
complicated: a partnership with VAZ, a multicultural Franco-Romanian-Russian team,
a challenging economic climate, extreme pressure on a schedule more than two months shorter
than our standards. Despite this backdrop and in the context of a full work package partnership
with AKKA Technologies teams, the Manufacturing Approval milestone was achieved on time,
at the desired quality level.
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STOCK-MARKET PERFORMANCE

2015 STOCK-MARKET PERFORMANCE

The Group’s three main business units posted operating
profit from ordinary activities of €67.7 million, up from
€59.1 million in 2014. Their operating margin edged
up slightly to 6.8% (6.7% in 2014). This very satisfactory
performance was achieved thanks to the ramp-up of
international operations, firm margins in France and
Germany, and the quick recovery of Matis, which was
consolidated on 1 July 2015. In line with its action plan, Matis
stabilised its revenue and broke even at operating level within
six months of being consolidated. Consolidated net income
was up 20% at €32.6 million. The net margin improved
slightly to 3.3%, compared with 3.1% in 2014.

The Group had a stable cash position of €215 million as
of 31 December 2015, compared with €220 million a year
earlier. Operations generated €39 million in cash in 2015,
an increase of 11% compared with 2014, which allowed the
Group to finance most of its investments over the year. Net debt
amounted to €94 million as of 31 December 2015, putting
gearing at 42%, compared with 23% at the end of 2014.
This performance takes into account the three acquisitions
completed over the period (Epsco, Matis and Corialis). With
gearing under control and significant free cash flow, the Group
intends to continue its policy of targeted acquisitions in 2016.

In € millions

2015

2014

1,001.7

885.6

Operating profit from ordinary activities

60.8

55.1

% of revenue

6.1%

6.2%

Revenue

Non-recurring income and expenses

-12.8

-11.8

Operating income

47.9

43.3

Pre-tax income

41.4

33.6

Net income

32.6

27.2

% of revenue

3.3%

3.1%

Earnings per share (in €)

1.47

1.37

Net debt

94.4

45.7

Gearing

41.9%

23.0%

2014

2013

2012

2011

Earnings per share

1.47

1.37

1.70

2.23

1.56

Diluted earnings per share

1.47

1.37

1.69

2.23

1.55

Dividend*

0.50

0.45

0.41

0.48

0.44

REVENUE OF €1.2 BILLION

1.8%
1.9%
Dividend yield (1)
*
After taking into account changes in equity
(1)
Dividend/share price as of 31 December

2.4%

2.4%

3.3%

OPERATING PROFIT FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES OF €100 MILLION

THE AKKA TECHNOLOGIES SHARE IS TRADED ON
EURONEXT PARIS – COMPARTMENT B

OPERATING MARGIN FROM ORDINARY
ACTIVITIES OF BETWEEN 8% AND 10%
CONTROL OF FINANCIAL EQUILIBRIUM
THE AKKA TECHNOLOGIES SHARE
AKKA TECHNOLOGIES SHARE PRICE IN EUROS AND
TRADING VOLUME IN MILLIONS OF SHARES

> Operating profit from ordinary activities is calculated before non-recurring items
and expenses relating to stock options and free shares
> EPS has been adjusted for the distribution of bonus shares awarded to shareholders
in at the rate of 1 new share for every 10 AKKA Technologies shares held

MANAGERS

9.6%

ALLIANZ GLOBAL

ANALYSTS FOLLOWING THE SHARE

PROVISIONAL CALENDAR OF 2016 PUBLICATIONS
(RELEASE AFTER TRADING)

> Q2 2016 revenue, 27 July 2016
> H1 2016 results, 21 September 2016
> Q3 2016 revenue, 9 November 2016

2.9%

TREASURY STOCK

1.1%

EMPLOYEES

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Nicolas Valtille - Group Managing Director & Group CFO
Tel.: +33 4 7892 6083
finances@akka.eu

12.3%
FIDELITY

Dov Lévy - VP Investor Relations & Corporate Development
Tel.: +33 1 5669 2652
dov.levy@akka.eu

SHARE PRICE (IN EUROS)

25.3%
PUBLIC

46.0%

RICCI FAMILY

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

Highest

32.6

23.9

23.3

21.5

19.9

Lowest

20.7

18.7

17.2

13.8

10.7

Last closing price

27.0

23.9

19.3

19.8

13.4

13.1%

24.1%

-2.8%

48.3%

8.9%

Performance over the year
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Total number of shares as of 31 March 2016: 18,434,264
Total number of voting rights as of 31 March 2016: 23,477,526
ISIN code: FR0004180537
Bloomberg: AKA
Reuters: AKA.PA
ICB: 2791, Business Support Services
Deferred Settlement Service (RDS)
PEA eligible
Main index: CAC All-Shares
Other indices: CAC All-Tradable, CAC Industrials, CAC Mid & Small,
CAC Small, CAC Sup Services, Next 150
Securities registrar: CMCIC Market Solutions, Issuers Department, 6,
avenue de Provence 75009 Paris (Euroclear Affiliate 025)
Market capitalisation as of 31 March 2016: €520 million
Market maker: ESN CM-CIC Market Solutions
Jean-Baptiste Barenton (Portzamparc), Jérôme Chosson (ID
Midcaps), Harold De Decker (Oddo Securities), Gilbert Ferrand
(Midcapp), Geoffroy Perreira (Gilbert Dupont), Kevin Woringer
(ESN-CM CIC Market Solutions), Thomas Delhaye (Genesta Finance),
Matthieu Lavillunière (Invest Securities).

BREAKDOWN OF SHARE CAPITAL AS
OF 31 MARCH 2016 (IN %)
2.8%

PER SHARE DATA (IN EUROS)
2015

2018 OBJECTIVES CONFIRMED

KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
Strong commercial momentum in the final quarter took
the Group across the symbolic threshold of €1 billion in
consolidated revenue. 2015 revenue amounted to €1,001.7
million, an increase of 13.1%, with growth of 3.1% at
constant scope and exchange rates (like-for-like). In line with
the objectives announced early in 2015, each of the Group’s
three business units (BU) posted positive organic growth
over the full year: +1.0% in France, +2.2% in Germany and
+12.4% internationally.

Robust organic growth and recent acquisitions constitute a sound base
for growth for the coming half years. Margins are expected to improve
at the same time, under the combined effect of growth, the PACT 17
transformation plan and the margin improvement plan.

France Bentin / Marie-Claude Triquet - Analysts/investor relations
Tel.: +33 4 7218 0493
fbentin@actus.fr / mctriquet@actus.fr
Thomas Roborel de Climens - Press relations
Tel.: +33 1 4070 1189
thomasdeclimens@dgm-conseil.fr
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ON TRACK FOR SUCCESSFUL
DIVERSIFICATION THANKS
TO OUR POSITIONING
Addressing the challenges facing our customers
by providing innovative technology and solutions
has been AKKA Technologies’ abiding ambition since
its establishment more than 30 years ago.
Building on this commitment, the Group has
established itself as the undisputed leader in the
mobility segment (automotive, aerospace and rail).
AKKA Technologies, guided by its technical know-how
and high value-added expertise, has built a robust and
comprehensive offering covering the entire project
life cycle, in the various segments where its customers
operate in France and internationally.
Its expertise and innovative strength give AKKA
Technologies the opportunity to diversify into various
fields, allowing it to expand into the energy,
life sciences and telecom sectors, and to provide
other services related to the control of industrial
computer technology and data processing.
24
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ON TRACK FOR SUCCESSFUL DIVERSIFICATION THANKS TO OUR POSITIONING

AUTOMOTIVE
Rethinking mobility

Whether you need support on a
complete vehicle project, a subproject or the development of a
module, component or part, AKKA
Technologies brings you frontranking solutions without ever
losing sight of the overall context,
the complexity of the various
components, interfaces and
systems, or production methods
and tool-oriented design.

OUR EXPERTISE:
CHASSIS AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
Chassis – suspension – power steering –
braking, etc.
BODY AND CLOSURES
Structure & closures
VEHICLE INTERIORS/EXTERIORS
& ACCESSORIES
Power windows – seats – lights –
dashboard – a/c
VEHICLE ARCHITECTURE STYLE
Creation and 3d modelling
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE
Multimedia – diagnosis – motor control
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
Ecu – energy management – Wiring
harness
POWERTRAIN
Engine and transmission including hybrid
and fuel cells
CALCULATION AND CRASH SIMULATION
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OUR VALUE ADDED
5,200 engineers.
Over more than 30 years, we have
developed a global offering and moved up
the value chain thanks to our subsidiaries
specialising in the automotive sector,
MBtech, Proceda and Auronik.
Our global reach allows us to support
the implantation strategy
of our customers worldwide.
With our expertise, we successfully
lead complex and large-scale projects
for automakers and their equipment
suppliers, while maintaining strict
confidentiality.
We meet the needs of the automotive
sector in its entirety, taking into account
the requirements of specific markets and
the relevant legal aspects. Our expertise
applies equally to passenger cars and
utility vehicles, as well as transport
vehicles, construction vehicles and
agricultural vehicles.
Our sector expertise allows us to blend
expertise derived from other industries
in order to provide innovative solutions.
With AKKA Research, our proprietary
research and development centre, we
contribute directly to the development
and transfer of technologies.
We offer you our own infrastructure and
equipment, notably for bench tests.
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ON TRACK FOR SUCCESSFUL DIVERSIFICATION THANKS TO OUR POSITIONING

AERONAUTICS
Extending the frontiers of mobility

AKKA Technologies has unceasingly sought to expand its offerings
for the aerospace industry to all of its many customers: manufacturers’
research bureaus, operators, OEMs, airlines and aircraft lessors.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES, PRESENT
THROUGHOUT AN AIRCRAFT’S LIFE
CYCLE, PROVIDES CUSTOMISED
OFFERS, TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OR
WORK PACKAGES THAT CAN BE APPLIED
TO ALL PHASES OF ITS CUSTOMERS’
PROJECTS:
ENGINEERING AND DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT FOR AIRCRAFT
MANUFACTURING
SUPPORT FOR AIR OPERATIONS
SUPPORT FOR AIRCRAFT DESIGN
OPERATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL
SUPPORT PROCESSES
AKKA Technologies invests in research and
development (internal and external) in order
to remain competitive and provide solutions
that meet its customers’ expectations and
requirements, such as the Factory of the Future and
new engineering tools.
AKKA Technologies is also acknowledged as an
international expert in aircraft connectivity. We assist
our customers from the intersystem communication
engineering phase to the definition and use of
aircraft data networks, without compromising on
high security requirements.
28

OUR VALUE ADDED
2,700 engineers.
Our subsidiary Aeroconseil offers
considerable value added: systems
engineering, avionics, certification and
gives us access to the largest aircraft
manufacturers.
Our profound knowledge of the
aerospace market and industry players.
Our capacity to cover an aircraft’s
entire life cycle.
Our capacity to provide
innovative solutions.
Our capacity to work across
the entire world.
Our teams of experts.
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ON TRACK FOR SUCCESSFUL DIVERSIFICATION THANKS TO OUR POSITIONING

RAIL
Our solutions transport you

To meet global challenges, AKKA
Technologies, leader in the
mobility segment, works tirelessly
to invent and create new solutions
for mobility.

Against the backdrop of today’s environmental
challenges and increasing urbanisation, the rail
sector is a solution that combines safety and
respect for the environment, making it a solution
for the future. AKKA Technologies, with its 25
years’ experience and 400 engineers skilled in the
sector, provides solutions in terms of productivity,
competitiveness, innovation and technological
development to major players in the rail market.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES IS INVOLVED
THROUGHOUT THE LIFE CYCLE OF RAIL
PRODUCTS:
DESIGN OF LOCOMOTIVES, CARRIAGE
INTERIORS AND SYSTEMS
MANUFACTURE
VALIDATION
REGISTRATION
MAINTENANCE

OUR VALUE ADDED
400 engineers.
We offer the targeted capacity and skills
of our rail industry experts who work
collaboratively via the management of
packages or comprehensive outsourced
contracts on AKKA Technologies’ premises.
Transnational expertise backed up by our
presence in more than 20 countries allows
us to provide assistance and support to
our customers internationally.
Our cutting-edge expertise along the
entire project development chain, on
electromechanical equipment and rail
equipment software makes us a key
player in the sector.
We also have knowledge in the fields of
industrial restrictions, standards specific
to certain sectors and local regulations.
AKKA Research, our in-house innovation
centre, allows us to offer our customers
solutions at the forefront of innovation
and as such a transfer of smart
technologies.

IT WORKS ON ALL DIFFERENT
SYSTEMS:
RAIL INFRASTRUCTURE
ROLLING STOCK
SIGNALLING AND OPERATIONS
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ON TRACK FOR SUCCESSFUL DIVERSIFICATION THANKS TO OUR POSITIONING

ENERGY – OIL & GAS
Valuing energy

Against a backdrop of strong
growth involving the restructuring
of electricity production and the
recent decline in oil prices, AKKA
Technologies lends its expertise to
players in the energy and Oil & Gas
sectors internationally.

The energy transition is vital as a means of
meeting growing electricity generation needs
while respecting environmental constraints
with limited CO2 emissions. Operators’
requirements have changed: they are no longer
simply looking for the cheapest services, they
need solutions to optimise the entire Oil & Gas
life cycle. AKKA Technologies is contributing
to this changing market by offering a set of
packaged services, notably in the form of EPCM
(engineering, procurement and construction
management) solutions.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES CAN OFFER
THE FOLLOWING SERVICES:
REMEDIATION/DISMANTLING
ENGINEERING AND NEW WORK
COMMISSIONING
PMO
TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION
INVESTMENT ADVICE
SETTING UP LOCAL PRODUCTION WITH
LOCAL RESOURCES
FULL SERVICE FOR AN OFFSHORE SITE
(HR, FINANCE, LOGISTICS SERVICES)
SITE ENGINEERING: REVAMPING STUDIES,
SITE SUPERVISION, SAFETY INSPECTIONS,
ETC.
MAINTENANCE AND ON-SITE
INSPECTIONS
DECOMMISSIONING
RENEWABLE ENERGY
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OUR VALUE ADDED
650 employees.
17 years’ experience.
Our experts work in the fields
of engineering, management of drilling,
commissioning, outage services
and decommissioning.
Our international footprint keeps us
close to our customers.
We have built up a robust network
of partners in Angola, Nigeria, South
Korea and Indonesia.
We have the expertise of our subsidiaries
Corialis and Epsco, specialised in process
engineering, energy and oil & gas, and the
back-office support of our skills centres.

With its 17 years’ experience, and having
anticipated changes in these sectors
by ramping up its skills in activities
related to renewable energy, nuclear
decommissioning and all forms of recycling,
the Group aims to strengthen its expertise
and become a leading player within the next
five years.
Our industry experts possess safety
authorisation and “top secret” accreditation.
We also hold certifications meeting the BA4,
BA5, VCA and ANS standards.
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LIFE SCIENCES
Innovation is in our DNA
The health sector is experiencing
rapid change driven by
diversification, the restructuring
of sector players and various
mergers and acquisitions.

Recognising the complex challenges faced by our
customers, AKKA Technologies offers expertise
in consulting and engineering in the field of
health throughout the product life cycle in the
pharmaceutical (and biotech drugs), medical
devices, cosmetics, food and other sectors.

WE HAVE SPECIFIC EXPERTISE IN THE
FOLLOWING TECHNICAL AREAS:
> Civil engineering for buildings,
equipment, utilities, computerised and
automated systems, spanning the study,
specifications, design, commissioning,
qualification, commissioning and, last
but not least, maintenance phases.
> Manufacturing and cleaning process
engineering, from the specification of
requirements to process validation.
> Product engineering in medical devices,
with the development and validation
of embedded software, mechanical
design, electrical engineering, plastics
processing, etc.
> Compliance of equipment and products
with regulatory requirements and
quality assurance.
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OUR VALUE ADDED
400 experts.
For more than 20 years, we have leveraged
industry methods and processes.
We have proven expertise and shared
best practices through our knowledge
management process and our business
references.
Our development is based on the
notion of regional proximity combined
with our global footprint, around our
international network. This allows us to
support our customers and offer them a
tailored service.

OUR EXPERTISE:
PRODUCT ENGINEERING AND
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
CIVIL ENGINEERING FOR BUILDINGS,
EQUIPMENT, UTILITIES AND SYSTEMS
PROCESS ENGINEERING AND MASS
PRODUCTION
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE
QUALITY ASSURANCE
REGULATORY AFFAIRS AND SUPPORT
FOR TO MARKETING AUTHORISATION
APPLICATIONS, ETC.
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SPACE
Taking your projects to new heights

AKKA Technologies assists major
players in the European space
industry on their major ongoing
or future projects, namely probes,
satellites (earth observation
and environmental monitoring,
telecommunications, navigation
and geographic location and space
exploration) and the associated
ground resources.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES OFFERS A FULL
RANGE COVERING ALL AREAS OF THE
SECTOR THROUGH COMPREHENSIVE
EXPERTISE:
SYSTEM DEFINITION:
COMMAND CONTROL
CRITICAL SOFTWARE AND
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
MECHANICAL AND THERMAL STUDIES
SUPPORT FOR OPERATIONS:
AIT, LEOP (LAUNCH AND EARLY
ORBIT PHASE), MAP (STATION KEEPING)
AND MISSION (DATA PROCESSING)
The Group can provide either technical
support or work packages, drawing
on the expertise of its offices located
throughout Europe.
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OUR VALUE ADDED
400 engineers.
Our teams offer innovative services
in the fields of embedded solutions,
scientific engineering, software
engineering, mechanical and thermal
engineering, documentary engineering
and systems engineering, as well as
support on the ground and operations &
maintenance segments.
They also contribute to the design
of innovative products
(Neosat, Ariane VI, etc.).
We have skills centres close to our
customers’ engineering centres in
France (Paris, Toulouse, Cannes) and
Europe (Spain, UK, Romania, Germany,
Belgium) or teams working directly on our
customers’ premises.
Our European engineering capability
is recognised by the European Space
Agency and by manufacturers.
Our innovation capacity is at the service
of our customers.
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DEFENCE
Innovating to protect and defend

AKKA Technologies has been
involved in all of the major defence
programmes carried out over the
last 30 years.
THE GROUP OPERATES IN SPECIFIC
AREAS OF EXPERTISE, PROVIDING
TURNKEY SOLUTIONS:
AERONAUTICS
AEROSPACE
NAVAL FORCES
GROUND TROOPS
COMMUNICATIONS
SECURITY
THROUGHOUT THE PROJECT AND/
OR PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CYCLE,
AKKA EXPERTS DEPLOY THEIR SKILLS IN
NUMEROUS DISCIPLINES:
MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL
DESIGN
EMBEDDED SOFTWARE INCLUDING
PILOT ASSISTANCE
ALL THE DEVELOPMENT PHASES
OF A SYSTEM: FROM DESIGN TO
INSTALLATION AND INTEGRATION
SIMULATORS AND SIMULATION
ELECTRONICS
SIGNAL PROCESSING
AERODYNAMICS
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OUR VALUE ADDED
780 engineers.
Our experts, with specialised skills,
support customers worldwide through
their project’s entire life cycle.
We master all defence segments: land,
naval, air, communications.
Ability to leverage the Group’s expertise in
its legacy sectors (aerospace, land and naval
transport, information systems, etc.) has
enriched the multiple skills and expertise
of AKKA’s defence experts. They take part
in projects on behalf of France’s Defence
Department, while also working on export
programmes, in areas with the demanding
scientific and technical specifications that
characterise defence projects.
We offer our customers unique expertise
in advanced technologies including
serious games, cybersecurity and UAVs,
through our in-house research centre and
technology transfers.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS
& SERVICES
Digital technology powering progress

The AKKA Technologies Group
puts its extensive expertise in the
information technology sector at
its customers’ disposal.
OUR VALUE ADDED
1.000 engineers.
FROM GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (GIS) TO E-COMMERCE,
MANUFACTURING EXECUTION
SYSTEMS (MES) AND THE IOT
(INTERNET OF THINGS)

AKKA Technologies addresses both industrial
and B2C companies. AKKA Technologies
offers customers assistance, technical advice
and real project management expertise.
Throughout the IT development cycle,
AKKA Technologies provides solutions for its
customers in programme management support,
functional analysis, development, integration
and validation, acceptance testing, quality
measurement and control, production launch
and support, training, etc.

THE GROUP ALSO HAS A UNIT
SPECIALISED IN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
AKKA Digital Solutions, which brings together
creative employees in the service of digital
transformation.

We know the market and
industry players.
We have set up a nearshore platform
in Morocco to offer our customers
greater competitiveness.
We have developed an offshore
partnership with Larsen & Toubro
in India.
We boast an international footprint.
We are involved
in European research projects.
25 years’ experience.
OUR SOLUTIONS:
WEB AND MOBILE
E-COMMERCE
DIGITAL FACTORY
OUR DEVELOPMENT SERVICES:
DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC WEB
AND MOBILE APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT OF GEOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT
OF APPLICATIONS USED IN THE
FACTORY ENVIRONMENT
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TELECOMS
Connect with us

Over the past 15 years, the AKKA
Technologies Group has played
a role in all major programmes in
the telecommunications sector.
OUR VALUE ADDED
130 engineers.
Our accredited experts work with manufacturers,
media companies and operators to share their
expertise in design (R&D, integration-validation,
technical studies, project preparation and
site studies), rollout (rollout and financial
exchange support, advice on the establishment
of outsourcing models, equipment ordering
and installation, official approval) and network
operations (optimisation, administration and
supervision, support and expertise, operational
maintenance).

OUR EXPERIENCE IN MULTIMEDIA
NETWORKS AND CONNECTED DEVICES
COVERS THE FOLLOWING AREAS:
SMART CITY 4.0
- Development M2M-type solution and
validation of multimedia applications
embedded on vehicles
- Development of smart grid solutions
such as smart electricity meters
TRANSFER OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
NETWORKS TO INDUSTRY
INTEGRATION OF WIRELESS
TECHNOLOGIES, 3G AND 4G
COMMUNICATION IN AIRCRAFT
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Our expertise spans the entire enterprise
communication cycle.
We have multi-vendor experience.
We support operators.
We master the following technologies:
Aastra, Avaya, Cisco, Genesys, TOIP, VOIP,
IP, 3G, 4G,LT, LTE-A, WIFI, WIMAX …, work
in cloud Big Data and HPC environments,
and develop software in agile/SCROM.

FINDING SOLUTIONS TO CONNECT
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES TO THE
URBAN ENVIRONMENT
CYBERSECURITY
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OUR BUSINESS SKILLS

Embedded electrical/electronic software

Our teams support you in the development of embedded and electronic
systems, scientific data processing applications and test benches. Our expertise
in embedded systems also allows us to work in mass production, covering the
maintenance, evolution and re-engineering of the related software.

Support engineering

We offer a comprehensive approach to a product’s “after sales” segment. We
offer documentation services (creation of technical documentation, product
data management, structuring, processing, visualisation and dissemination of
materials via document management tools), as well as support for operations,
both to optimise product maintenance (especially with ILS or predictive
maintenance approaches) and to help the product evolve during its series life
cycle, witness our aircraft modification offer.

Information systems

Systems engineering

A COMPREHENSIVE OFFER DRIVEN
BY PASSIONATE ENGINEERS
Being active across all industrial sectors guarantees the sustainability
of the Group’s business expertise. In-depth knowledge of these
sectors, leveraging the know-how built up within our 21 skills centres,
enables AKKA Technologies to provide its customers with innovative
and creative solutions. The skills of the Group’s teams are housed in
seven groups: systems engineering, mechanical engineering, process
engineering, embedded electrical/electronic software, support
engineering, information systems and consulting.
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Our teams ensure the realisation of complex systems
(analysis of requirements, functional specifications)
from design to integration, covering the key major
developments (complexity, certification, flexibility, cost
efficiency, etc.). The know-how built up over the past
30 years allows our experts to optimise operational
reliability, reduce maintenance costs, shorten the
duration of a system development cycle, cut nonrecurring costs (NRC) incurred in the development of new
programmes and ensure that products are mature when
they come to market.

Mechanical engineering

Our teams work in the product design and development
phase, providing high value-added support in the
following areas: research, calculations, simulations,
materials, testing and quality.

Our offer in the field of information systems leverages AKKA’s business
expertise. Our consultants play a role throughout the information system
life cycle, from the creation of master plans to application management
service centres, without forgetting project management assistance and
subcontracting. Our centres of excellence, supported by our AKKA Research
R&D centre, offer strong skills in advanced technologies including mobile
solutions, web portals, cloud computing and analytics.
They also nurture three crosscutting offers focused on the development
and exploitation of business data, e-commerce and enterprise content
management (ECM) for documents.

Consulting

With its teams of experts in organisation, our consulting subsidiary
Casciopé assists our customers in three main areas: advice on large project
management, outsourcing and performance management. We recently
helped an automotive industry player reduce time to market for its products,
re-engineering the research and engineering process for the design and
production of manufactured components.

Process engineering

Our consultants work in the mass production
phase in three areas:
> Assistance in project management and management
of workshops or plants and related production facilities
> Supply chain management assistance
> Production assistance: Manufacturing Engineering
and industrialisationConsistent with our strategy of
innovation in each of our various areas of expertise, our
teams anticipate and work on future technologies. In this
area, we have developed a “virtual engineering” offer.
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INNOVATION AT THE COMPANY’S VERY CORE

INNOVATION AT THE
COMPANY’S VERY CORE
Since its inception, the AKKA Technologies Group
has consistently aimed to achieve balanced growth
in line with the expectations of its customers in a
market focused on technological engineering. But
AKKA Technologies is an atypical company. Where
many of its fellow companies have adopted a classic
outsourcing model, geared primarily towards
providing additional capacity, AKKA Technologies has
been able to offer its customers high value-added
solutions built on its skills centres and its unique
capacity for innovation. The Group’s overriding aim
is to meet the challenges posed by our customers by
anticipating disruptive technology while at the same
time sharpening our consultants’ skills.
46
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INNOVATION AT THE COMPANY’S VERY CORE

A SIMPLE AND EFFICIENT
INNOVATION STRATEGY

INNOVATION IS THE LIFEBLOOD
OF AKKA RESEARCH

Innovation strategy
Creating new technology components where industrial players need them means not only working
with them in the innovative perspectives that interest them, but also having a vision of future
technologies in their various fields, a vision backed by the public authorities, which provide a
framework for calls for R&D projects.

D. RUSTON - COO FRANCE

Upstream of the implementation of innovation projects themselves
and the ramp-up of the associated skills, it is important to structure
this vision to ensure that projects are informed by an analysis of
emerging industrial needs. It is also vital to make the right choices.

THESE THREE COMPONENTS ARE THE BACKBONE
OF THE INNOVATION ORGANISATION, WHICH AKKA
TECHNOLOGIES OVERHAULED IN LATE 2015 WITH
THE ARRIVAL OF DANIEL RUSTON AS COO FRANCE.

> innovation strategy
> selection of key projects
> management of research projects

Selection of key projects

The selection of key projects involves the proper matching of supply
– the ideas of engineers in the skills centres or at AKKA Research –
with demand, namely customer needs identified by commercial and
operational organisation.
AKKA Research is accordingly managed by internal Ops & Business
steering committees, regular meetings with technical specifiers of
large industrial groups and the establishment of a Scientific and
Technical Committee representative of customers.
Once the technical aspects have been identified, AKKA Research
consolidates them into realistic and sensible projects, and prioritises
them based on AKKA Technologies’ value added in mature markets.
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“Strategically, it is clear that there must
be continuity between the technological
components developed by the skills centres,
the projects managed by AKKA Research and
their marketing through the AKKA Technologies
commercial organisation. This cooperative
transfer is guaranteed by a shared focus on the
customer. Link&Go is more than just a media
phenomenon, and it owes its success not only
to its striking technology, but also to the fact
that it prefigures new modes of transport that
are a key focus of work by automakers. In terms
of technology, there are no barriers based on
“sector” classification. On the contrary, our
societies are changing, and the industrial
landscape is constantly shifting in line with new
consumption patterns. Thus, the technology
components deployed in Link&Go are both
new transport functionalities, and new ways
of connecting to the surrounding environment
and user services found in other sectors such
as aerospace and telecoms. The ability of
technology to span several sectors and the agility
to go from one to the other are the thrusts on
which the AKKA Technologies Group has based its
work since its inception. They underpin the AKKA
Technologies Group’s innovation strategy.”

IDENTIFY TOMORROW’S DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
> Build the vision with our skills centres
> Set up scientific advisory and management services
with customers (demonstrating our sector contribution
and our objectivity)
> Identify the technological components that will meet
their needs
IMPLEMENT THESE COMPONENTS IN THE FORM OF
INNOVATIVE COMPONENTS OFF-THE-SHELF (I-COTS)
> Make choices on the overall i-COTS roadmap
> Appoint offer managers to drive their development and raise
their value in marketplaces
> Develop and implement the necessary skills
> Get funding (research tax credit, subsidies, etc.)
> Work with partners
DEVELOP FLAGSHIP OBJECTS/PROJECTS
INTEGRATING I-COTS
> Dismantle and robustify concepts
> Develop the skills of our engineers
ENHANCE AND PROMOTE THE GROUP’S KNOWLEDGE
AND EXPERTISE

Management of research projects

Technological components are assembled into projects that are then
managed by the AKKA Research teams in connection with the Group’s
various skills centres.
This is why the AKKA Research organisation dovetails with the AKKA
Technologies organisational matrix, witness Link&Go and many of its
technological components:
> Autonomous functions
> Connectivity
> New user interface
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INNOVATION BEYOND OUR BORDERS

INNOVATION
BEYOND OUR
BORDERS
From Paris to Chengdu
via Dubai and Singapore,
AKKA Technologies’ innovations
are enjoying great success.
Since their design by engineers from our in-house research
centre, AKKA Research, Link&Go and Aircobot, respectively
the prototype of an electric and autonomous smart car and an
automated aircraft inspection robot, have been great successes,
winning unanimous praise from our customers, the public, the
press and the authorities.
Showcasing the Group’s expertise, the two prototypes were
acclaimed when shown in Chengdu, Brussels, Geneva, Paris,
Stuttgart, Singapore and, more recently, Dubai.

SHOWCASING THE GROUP’S EXPERTISE,
THE TWO PROTOTYPES WERE ACCLAIMED
WHEN SHOWN IN CHENGDU, BRUSSELS,
GENEVA, PARIS, STUTTGART, SINGAPORE AND,
MORE RECENTLY, DUBAI.

Being a window into the future, they are a key attraction at such
major events as the launch of work on the museum of the future
at the World Government Summit in Dubai or the Paris and
Geneva motor shows.
They embody the Group’s innovative strengths – not to mention
constant interconnection between sectors and the multiple skills
of our people. This is what characterises our difference and our
identity, and allows us to aim for excellence.
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OUR HR STRATEGY

HIRE AND DEVELOP
THE BEST TALENTS
Patrick HOURY
Group Human Resources Director

The focus of our HR strategy
is to attract and develop the
best talent in the market, as a
means of giving fresh impetus
to the Group’s growth. The
AKKA Technologies Group’s
value proposal is based on
our belief that the Group can
provide fertile ground in which
employees can achieve their
potential, flourish and grow.
Today, AKKA Technologies is a recognised and
prize-winning employer of choice. Its appeal
has been widely noted in recent years: in 2016,
the Group obtained the Top Employer label
in France and for the engineering sector in
Germany, as well as the “Great Place to Work”
label in the Czech Republic.

2016 TARGET
Our goal in 2016 is to hire more than 3,000 engineers worldwide, putting them to work on
large projects in a very international context,
bearing in mind that AKKA Technologies currently operates in over 20 countries. Newly
hired engineers will work for highly strategic
customers in the area of mobility, including
Airbus, Renault and Daimler.

MAJOR PROJECTS
AKKA Technologies offers unique opportunities for technology enthusiasts to work on
major projects, whether in the mobility sec52

tor (automotive, aerospace, rail) or in other
areas such as energy or the life sciences. For
recent graduates, the company provides an
exceptional chance to learn how to work on
international projects and to grasp the fundamentals of project management. It is also
a way for young engineers to apply their technical expertise on critical projects, sometimes
on international assignments.

DEEPENING EXPERTISE
AKKA Technologies offers more experienced
engineers the opportunity to deepen their
expertise and be recognised as experts, both
internally and externally. We also allow them
to explore new areas and new technologies.
For those who prefer to work in a project
management sector, AKKA Technologies
offers many possibilities to manage complex
projects, being responsible for quality, costs
and meeting deadlines. Lastly, for those with
a sharper entrepreneurial and business focus,

the business manager path offers various possibilities to work in business development by
managing a team of consultants – as well as
a P&L.

UNIQUE INTERNAL
TRAINING
Our Group has an internal university, AKKA
Institute, which offers unique training opportunities for our business and project managers to learn the basics in both project management and profitable business development
at AKKA Technologies.

3,000 ENGINEERS
SET TO BE HIRED
WORLDWIDE
IN 2016
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OUR HR STRATEGY

IN 2016, THE GROUP OBTAINED THE TOP EMPLOYER LABEL IN FRANCE
AND FOR THE ENGINEERING SECTOR IN GERMANY,
AS WELL AS THE “GREAT PLACE TO WORK” LABEL IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC.

Fabien Bouteille - Aerospace Engineering Specialist in CFD
meshing and mechanical design
“I started my career at AKKA Technologies in 2001 as a CFD designer (digital
simulation) for aerodynamic, performance and stability control requirements.
With time and perseverance, I became an expert in CFD meshing. In 2011, my
expertise was noticed, and I was asked to join our subsidiary in Canada to work
for Bombardier. I moved to Montreal in June 2011, with the aim of enriching my
professional experience. In late 2012, I started to think about taking sabbatical
leave to travel, and began discussing the idea with the management of AKKA North
America. With their support, I prepared for my trip on the theme of North to South
and East to West, from Alaska and Ushuaia via Easter Island, the Galapagos,
the Amazon forest and the parks of the American West, a total of 21,000 kilometres
starting in January 2014. In short, it was an inspiring six-month experience,
unforgettable on a human scale, a real break allowing me to return with renewed
enthusiasm. On my return in July 2014, I went back to AKKA North America to meet
a new challenge by taking training on CAD software and to start working
on promising new projects.”

Antoine Keriven - Business Manager
Bastien Masse - Sales Director
“I joined AKKA Technologies in 2012 as a special advisor to the Executive
Management in Paris. This gave me the chance to support and assist the Group’s
managers in their day-to-day duties, and as such to reap the benefits of their
expertise in terms of management.
In 2013, I had the opportunity to move to a position carrying commercial
responsibilities in Belgium, while continuing to learn by working alongside several
Group managers in an international context.
In 2015, I continued my journey within AKKA Technologies to Moscow, where
I assumed the position of Sales Director at our Russian subsidiary, my current
position, where I am responsible for business development in Russia with
the help of a team of three business managers.
The AKKA Group derives its strength from its values, which have remained
unchanged for 32 years. Respect, courage and ambition allow me to build a
career punctuated with enriching encounters, challenging projects, occasional
disappointments, but above all constant learning and continuous development.
AKKA allows its employees to grow personally and professionally by offering many
opportunities around the world. In my opinion, this is the best way to write great
stories and shape an exciting career.“
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”AKKA Technologies offered me six months in the national research centre before
I took up a position as manager in the automotive business. This gave me the
opportunity to see the Group in a dynamic environment with considerable value
added, and to become aware of our ability to be a differentiating element for our
customers. The experience acquired by AKKA Research on inter-sector transfers is
somewhat unique in the market, and today represents a development thrust for
large industrial groups.
When I subsequently trained as a business manager in contact with our technical
teams and our customers, I grasped the profound difference between the world of
research and that of mass production. But I have not forgotten the AKKA Research
experience. On the contrary, the few months I shared with our innovation engineers
gave me a clear vision of future technologies when I took up my new position – and
raised my awareness of the challenge involved in implementing them for
our customers.
The challenge is more than just technological: the overriding aim is to succeed in
making the link between research and development, between partnerships with
laboratories and requirements for mass production. Helping our customers meet
this challenge, successfully realising this synthesis to anticipate and prepare to
take the same course is in my opinion one of the prime roles of our group and my
profession. This highlights the importance of our research centre, to open doors,
and above all to establish a lasting relationship of joint innovation with our
customers or future customers.”
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AKKA TECHNOLOGIES, PUTTING EMPLOYEES AT THE HEART OF ITS ACTION

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES SUPPORTS ITS EMPLOYEES
IN THEIR PERSONAL PROJECTS
For several years, AKKA Technologies has supported its employees in their cultural, sporting and humanitarian
activities by providing them with the assistance needed to achieve their goals.
IN FRANCE - In the 2015-2016 season, AKKA Technologies sponsored projects in various

IN ROMANIA

fields:
SPORTING

AKKA Romserv provides financial support to Team AKKA. Comprising
11 consultants, the team has represented the AKKA Technologies
Group for three years in the Renault Football Cup. Very talented, the
team has always finished with a place.

> The 2016 Nice Ironman triathlon
> The Orsière-Champex-Chambéry
race
> Sponsor of the Antibes Women’s
Volleyball Team
> The Monte-Cristo Challenge, a
5-kilometre open sea swimming
competition in Marseilles

CULTURAL

> Laryrock Festival in Bordeaux
the Laryrock Festival has been
held every summer for the last 20
years. It is a music festival with a
pop, rock and electro bent. It is a
widely appreciated cultural event
in the area.

IN GERMANY

HUMANITARIAN
> Vestibus
Vestibus is an itinerant charity. Volunteers
take to the streets of Lyon to distribute
clothing and blankets to people in need.
In addition to financial support, AKKA
Technologies organised a clothing drive
at its site in Lyon-Vaise.
> 2016 4L Trophy
The objective of this rally is to drive from
Biarritz to Marrakech, with each contestant
carrying 65 kg of school, medical and
sporting supplies to poor children in
Morocco. All supplies are deposited in
Merzouga and redistributed as needed.
Every year, more than 80 tonnes of
equipment are distributed thanks to this
initiative.
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MBTECH IS COMMITTED TO THE WELL
BEING OF ITS EMPLOYEES

TECHNOLOGICAL

Participation in the 2016 edition
of the Coupe de France of
robotics within a team of seven
young engineers. Participants
have to design and then build
an autonomous robot. Robots’
compliance with the competition
rules is subject to validation.
The competition consists of
a qualifying round and a final
knockout phase for the finals. The
three top-ranking French teams
and a team that received a special
prize will meet their international
counterparts in a European final.

To encourage its employees to maintain good
health, MBtech organises weekly running training
in some offices.
A competition using a step counter is also
organised. Each step is converted into euros, and
the money raised is donated to a charity.
To take the process further, a gym membership
is awarded to employees performing endurance
tests in track driving on the Papenburg site to
reduce the monotony of their jobs. This initiative
will be extended to employees of other sites
sharing the same intensive driving activity.
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AKKA TECHNOLOGIES, INVESTED IN TOMORROW

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES LEVERAGES INNOVATION TO MEET THE PLANET’S
ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL CHALLENGES
In 2015, AKKA Technologies played an active role in numerous events held to address the environmental
and social challenges facing the planet today.
From 5 to 9 October 2015, the city of Bordeaux hosted more than 10,000
people from a hundred countries to discuss and get to know the latest
innovations in the field of intelligent transport systems (ITS). With Link
in City, AKKA Technologies has demonstrated its role as a driving force
in this area. Link in City is a connected car making intensive use of the
various resources now available in smart cities, allowing it to enhance the
passenger user experience significantly.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES ALSO WORKED HARD FOR COP21,
PRESENTING ITS VISION FOR A SUSTAINABLE CITY AT
SEVERAL SIGNIFICANT EVENTS:
> at the opening of #COP21 on 29 November at the Eiffel Tower,
> at the Grand Palais from 4 to 10 December with our partner Dassault
Systèmes (on the Vivapolis stand at the Solutions COP21 exhibition),

“Thank you for helping fund this training, because it’s very
expensive and hard to find the money. I learnt a lot of things
during my stay in the Saint-Bruno Social Residence. There were
tons of activities, from skiing to biking. I also met some really
great people and made a lot of friends. For foreigners like me
(Croatian), it’s also a good way of becoming more fluent. It’s
great help in learning the language. It also helps us make new
friendships that we wouldn’t have made otherwise. It changes
a lot. It’s a good course. My licence is important for my job. As
soon as I got it, I started making deliveries. I work in the eighth
arrondissement for the Mokxa coffee roasting business. Having
a licence is a new adventure. It gives you more freedom, you
can go wherever you want, there’s no need to wait for the bus.
It’s cool. You’ve got to find the money, but even though it’s
expensive, you can’t live without it. It’s the key to a more modern
life. It’s more convenient if you have children, for shopping and
other things. Thanks to everyone who helped us!”
Drinor, former resident at the Saint-Bruno RS
in Vaulx-en-Velin, who got his licence thanks to AMEJ

LES APPRENTIS D’AUTEUIL

True to its values, AKKA Technologies has taken an original
approach by contributing to the acquisition of a charity driving
school in Lyon. Accredited charity driving schools help people
experiencing social and financial hardship to obtain a driving
licence. However, on top of a traditional learning path centred on
driving, students are evaluated on their attendance and behaviour.

> at a show on the Place de la Concorde on December 10 before the
Automobile Club.

JUGEND FORSCHT

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES IS INVOLVED IN CONCRETE ACTION IN FAVOUR
OF SOLIDARITY, DIVERSITY AND EMPLOYMENT

OUR NEIGHBOURHOODS HAVE TALENT

Partner of Our Neighbourhoods Have Talent since January 2011, AKKA
Technologies has rolled out a youth mentoring system (minimum four
years’ post-secondary education) for students from disadvantaged
backgrounds experiencing difficulties in finding a job. Volunteer staff
assist young graduates from underprivileged areas as they enter the
job market.
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“AKKA Technologies is a loyal supporter of Our Neighbourhoods
Have Talent, providing support for our association’s sponsorship
arrangement. As part of our partnership, AKKA employees
have helped a hundred young people on their path into
employment. By taking our partnership to the national level,
AKKA Technologies has demonstrated great confidence in our
work. We are very grateful to it, and hope to go even further, for
the benefit of the young people that we assist. Thank you to all
the AKKA Technologies sponsors and ambassadors!”
Yazid CHIR, President and co-founder

In 2015, AKKA Technologies renewed its partnership with the
Jugend Forscht association in Baden-Württemberg, where we have a
prominent role. Jugend Forscht is a foundation created in 1966. Its role
is to organise a competition between scientific projects – the Jugend
Forscht (“Young Scientists”) competition. The purpose of this renowned
German competition is to trigger the interest of young adults in the
fields of technology and science, and to inspire and support new talent.
AKKA Technologies, represented in the region by MBtech, is the secondlargest employer in Sindelfingen, and has supported the competition in
the Middle Neckar region for the last four years.

SUE RYDER CHARITY CUP

In 2015, MBtech Bohemia employees took
part in the football tournament organised by
the Sue Ryder Home charity. The funds raised
at the event are donated to the charity, which
helps poor senior citizens by offering them a
place to live and medical care.
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AKKA TECHNOLOGIES, INVESTED IN TOMORROW

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES: PARTNERING WITH ENGINEERING STUDENTS
TO SHARE ITS PASSION FOR TECHNOLOGIES
AKKA Technologies has an active presence in European engineering schools and universities, its aim being
to share its unique vision of innovation and technology with future engineers, and to give them a better
understanding of the world of business. Its work includes training students for job interviews, giving courses
on the skills for which the Group is recognised, supporting technical projects, establishing R&D chairs and
giving future graduates a role in innovation projects. The following examples illustrate this approach.

AKKA ROMSERV LENDS SUPPORT
TO THE ROBOTICS FF CLUB

AKKA Romserv provides financial support to the association of
students and young graduates of the French Section of the Faculty
of Foreign Language Engineering at the Polytechnic University of
Bucharest. Through this partnership, they build minisumo, linefollower,
microsumo, maze-solving robots.

MBTECH BOHEMIA HAS PARTNERED
WITH STUDENT FORMULA

Formula SAE is a student design competition organised
by SAE International (Society of Automotive Engineers).
Students are asked to build a small Formula 1 style car.
The prototype must be evaluated for its potential. Each team
builds and tests a prototype based on a series of rules, the
dual purpose of which is to ensure safety on the track (the
cars are driven by the students themselves) and to promote
solutions for the constraints imposed. MBtech Bohemia
is the event’s main partner, and provides assistance in the
production of vehicle parts.

AKKA TECHNOLOGIES IS CHALLENGING 50 CENTRALESUPÉLEC
STUDENTS TO IMAGINE THE CITY OF THE FUTURE AND HOW
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES WILL INTERACT
As part of an educational project emerging from the partnership between
AKKA Technologies and CentraleSupélec, a prestigious engineering school, 50
students were given 36 hours to envisage ways in which the city of the future and
autonomous vehicles will interact.

AKKA ROMSERV WORKS ALONGSIDE AESO

(AEROSPACE ENGINEERING STUDENTS ORGANIZATION)
This team of students in Aerospace Engineering from the
Polytechnic University of Bucharest designs and produces
unmanned radio-controlled aircraft models. These actions
respond to requests contained in international competitions.

Last year, the 50 students were asked to put their creativity, sense of innovation and
daring to work to invent new forms of mobility and integrate autonomous vehicles
into urban areas.
Asked early on by industry head Bertrand Rochette to launch an innovative 36hour “Akkathon”, the AKKA teams set the following research topic: “City of the future
and autonomous vehicles: towards independence or interdependence”. The theme
of disruptive innovation in the field of urban mobility is one of the key development
thrusts of the AKKA Technologies Group, whose in-house research centre, AKKA
Research, developed the Link&Go electric and autonomous concept car.
“As part of their educational journey, it is essential that students perceive
technological innovation as a key economic challenge in today’s world.
Interactions with companies such as AKKA Technologies are a key means of
achieving this goal,” said Bertrand Rochette.
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CONCLUSION WITH MAURICE RICCI

A NEW PHASE
OF ACCELERATION
HAS BEGUN

THE MEDIUM-TERM 2018 STRATEGIC
PLAN IS BASED ON THREE MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT THRUSTS:
OUR ENHANCED LOCAL OFFERING
IN OUR KEY GEOGRAPHIES,
OUR PROJECT OFFER SUPPORTED BY
OUR 21 SKILLS CENTRES
OUR UNIQUE ABILITY TO DELIVER
MAJOR COMPREHENSIVE AND
TRANSNATIONAL CONTRACTS.
On the heels of its good results in 2015, AKKA Technologies has entered a new phase
of acceleration. It will be driven by the significant growth of our high value-added international
activities and the greater diversification of our German business with car manufacturers
and equipment manufacturers. It will also enjoy traction from our return to the acquisition
market and the improved operating performance of the France business unit.
These successes are owed to the 2018 strategic plan. Combined with the Group’s unique
positioning in terms of innovation and project-management capacity, they put us
in a favourable position to outpace market growth.
The Group recorded a fresh acceleration of growth in the first quarter of 2016, with sustained
revenue growth driven by strong demand across the Group’s three business units.
The medium-term 2018 strategic plan is based on three major development thrusts:
our enhanced local offering in our key geographies (in the form of plateaus, packages,
technical assistance), our project offer supported by our 21 skills centres and our unique ability
to deliver major comprehensive and transnational contracts.
This singular positioning will result in an acceleration of our international momentum.
AKKA Technologies also plans to leverage its sound balance sheet, its comfortable cash
position and its integration track record to make further targeted acquisitions generating
organic growth, and is also prepared to make more transformative acquisitions
as opportunities arise.
Margins are expected to improve at the same time, under the combined effect of this sustained
growth, the PACT 17 transformation plan and the margin improvement plan.
Overall, the goal of revenue of €1.2 billion and an operating profit
of €100 million in 2018 is well within reach.
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FIND OUT MORE ABOUT AKKA TECHNOLOGIES

THE WEBSITE
The Group’s website has a new look.
Check it out at:
www.akka-technologies.com

JOIN US ON THE SOCIAL NETWORKS
@AKKA_Tech

Layout and publication: Marketing & Communications Department
Photo credits: Presidency of the French Republic, AKKA Technologies, MBtech Group GmbH & Co. KGaA, fotolia.com
This document was produced using manufacturing processes, products and raw materials (paper, ink, etc.) with the least possible environmental impact.
The paper used for this Activity Report is FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified. FSC certification attests to compliance with a series of principles and internationally recognised forest
management criteria. The aim of FSC certification is to promote responsible forest management.
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